FIRST STEP: RESEARCH!
DISCOVER YOUR BEST FIT

College Search Engines

Looking for search engines to begin your college research process?

Check these sites out:
- BigFuture
- Major Keys! Check out these tips for maximizing your BigFuture experience: **how to use it & how to use the organizer tool**.
- Niche
- YouVisit (virtual tours).

Looking for a search engine with extra details?

College Greenlight’s college profiles include a college’s net price based on a student’s income bracket.

Once you’ve completed your College Greenlight profile, you’ll be able to see the average net price (cost) for students like you for hundreds of colleges that you may be interested in—and get an estimate of how much going there can cost!

Scholarships!

Use these online resources for finding and learning about scholarship opportunities:
- Fastweb
- Peterson’s
- BigFuture
- Chegg

**Do not pay for information to apply or receive scholarships/financial aid. You should never have to give money to apply for or receive a scholarship.**

**Update:** TheDream.US Scholarship Application is now live and students no longer have be a DACA or TPS recipient. Students are now able to apply if they came to the U.S. prior to November 1st, 2015.